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The Pub of the Year as voted
for by members of the Sunderland and South Tyneside
Branch of the Campaign for
Real Ale is Sunderland’s
“Isis”. The Jarrow Brewery
owned pub was a worthy winner, coming top of the vote
ahead of The Steamboat, in
second place, and Fitzgerald’s in third place.
“Isis” will now join Cleveland’s
“Rat Race” (Hartlepool) , Durham’s
“Tap
and
Spile”
(Framwellgate Moor), and Tyneside and Northumberland’s
two winners “The Boathouse”
(Wylam) and “The Free Trade”
(Newcastle) in the regional finals. We
offer our congratulations to “Isis” and
wish it well in the next stage of the
competition to find the CAMRA National Pub of the Year. In 2004, Jar-

row’s Robin Hood won the branch
award, then the regional and went as
far as the final 4 in the national competition. Lets hope the Isis can go
one better this time.
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THE STEAMBOAT

A Friendly Welcome Guaranteed!
CAMRA’s Sunderland & South Tyneside
Pub of the Year in 2009, 2010 and 2011
In the CAMRA Good Beer Guide
From 1989 - 2013
Eight ever-changing Real
Ales plus one REAL cider

50+ Malt Whiskies
Regular Beer Festivals and
Meet thewww.camra-angle.co.uk
Brewer Evenings
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Bar
snacks
and
Restaurant
meals
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£2.9 Ales
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Pub News
It has been a quiet period
on the pub front since the
last edition.

inal Czech Budweiser
Budvar on draught have
also been introduced.

The New Derby in Roker,
now part of the Greene
King chain is reported to
be selling Greene King
IPA and Old Speckled
Hen.

In South Shields, the
Riverside has closed following the departure of
the tenant as has Rosie
Malones although the latter is expected to reopen.

We have a new opening
in Sunderland. The former Glass Spider on
Green Terrace has reopened after a refurbishment and is now Life of
Riley. The bar sports
three handpumps.

A recent expedition by
the Ring in South Shields
visited 10 pubs and found
50 handpumps offering
34 different beers and 4
ciders. The most commonly encountered beer
was Jarrow Rivet Catcher.

Further along Green Terrace, an additional house
beer has been added to
the range at Fitzgerald’s.
Timothy Taylor’s Best
Bitter now called Boltmaker after their pub of
the same name has been
added to the range. This
means that the pub now
has five regular beers
and five rotating guests.
A range of imported bottled beers from Belgium,
Germany and the United
States has recently introduced as well as the orig-
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The 37th Newcastle Beer
and Cider Festival 10th 13th April, at Northumbria
University Students
Union.
The Grey Horse in East
Boldon will host a beer
festival on 23rd - 26th
April, with beers from
Marstons (Me Duck), Jennings (Jester Jack and
Red Rascal), Mordue
(Spring Tyne) and Maxim
(a special edition ale).
The Cluny will be hosting
a Cosmic Beer Festival
from 26th to 28th April
The Fourth Gateshead
Beer & Music Festival
3 May at 12:30
Gateshead Rugby Club.
in Gateshead

BEER FESTIVAL NEWS
Houghton Round Table
present their 2nd Houghton Beer Festival at The
Welfare Hall, Houghton le - Spring on Friday 10th
(evening only) and Saturday 11th May (afternoon
The Sir William de
and evening sessions)
Wessyngton in Concord
http://www.houghtonhas been chosen by J D
Wetherspoon will host the beer-festival.co.uk/
launch of this year’s beer As with last year we'll be
festival on Wednesday 3 lending them a hand. This
is a charity event & last
April.
year raised over £5000
A number of beer festivals are in the offing:
Steamboat: 28th to 30th
March, including a special
Meet the Brewers on 28th.

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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When the news broke of another new micro-brewery in
our region, I was interested to
learn that the new establishment, in Coxhoe, County Durham, had been given the
name Sonnet 43. Ah good old
Will, the Bard of Avon immediately sprang to mind. . I
couldn’t recall him having written a sonnet about brewing,
or even beer, so it was off to
refer to my trusty copy of
Shakespeare’s poetic works, a
volume given to me by friends
in Russia way back in the year
of World Cup Willie, (1966,
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that is.) And that’s another story
Leafing through the pages
Sonnet 41, Sonnet 42 and ah
yes Sonnet 43 – nothing much
about beer unless “But when I
sleep, in dreams they look on
thee, And darkly bright, are
bright in dark directed.” Could
be, but no, it was off to the
Sonnet 43 website to discover
that this was a newly composed sonnet “For the Love of
Beer” : (you can read it here:
http://www.sonnet43.com/ ).
In fact it was nothing to do with
old Will, but Coxhoe born Elizabeth Barratt-Browning, poet-
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ess. Sonnet 43 ‘How do I Love
Thee?’ is among her bestknown works. The brewery
took her words and expressed
it their own way – expressing
their love of craft beer.
Several of our branch members recently attended the
launch of Sonnet 43’s its own
pub “The Lambton Worm” in
Chester-le-Street. The launch
proved to be a most successful event. The brewery’s ales
are to be found in pubs across
the region with The Roker Hotel in
Sunderland a regular
outlet for all of the Sonnet 43
beers.

W E A R E P R O U D T O SUPPORT

NOW BEING

B E S TW E S T E
RNRoker
H

Roker Terrace, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear, SR6
9ND T: 0191 5671786 E
:
info@rokerhotel.co.uk

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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Membership Matters
EDITOR
Sid Dobson
magazine@ camra-angle.co.uk

EDITORIAL
Robin Sanderson

At the recently held
Branch AGM all standing
officers were re-elected to
their posts. Among those
re-elected were Michael
Wynne (Chair), Steve
Drummond (Secretary),

George Ritson, (Treasurer), Sid Dobson, (Publications) and Ian Monteith Preston (Webmaster).
Membership in the branch
is now at 412.

magazine@camra-angle.co.uk

ADVERTISING
Chris Roberts
advertise@camra-angle.co.uk
Rates for advertisements:
Full page: £90.00
Half page: £60.00
Quarter page: £40.00

Thank you for having us
We are grateful to the
managers of the following
hostelries for hosting
meetings in recent
months: Museum Vaults,
The Steamboat and Isis.

The next branch meeting
will be at the Stag’s Head,
South Shields, starting at
8.00 pm on Tuesday 9th
April 2013.

FANCY YOURSELF
AS A WRITER
WE are always on the lookout for
real ale related stories to be used in
the CAMRAANGLE. They can be
historical or current, locally-based
or involving travel to exotic
locations such as Middlesbrough or
Hartlepool, for example.

LETTERS
HAVE you got opinion on the pub
or beers available in our branch area,
or on any other matter? Get writing
now, and let our readers know what
you think.

CONTACT US
WE welcome comments and
submissions from fellow real ale
drinkers. They can be emailed to
our editor at magazine@camraangle.co.uk, or posted to the
following address: Sid Dobson, 39
Brodie Close, Whiteleas, Tyne &
Wear, NE34 8LB.
****

CAMRAANGLE is published by
the Sunderland & South Tyneside
Branch of CAMRA © 2003 . Views
or comments expressed in this
publication may not be necessarily
those of the Editor or of CAMRA.

In this issue of CAMRA-ANGLE, you will find articles on
our three featured pubs:
Arbeias Bar et Brasserie,
The Ivy House and Sir William de Wessyngton.
Film-makers moved into a
pub in Sunderland to create
a documentary about one
example of this vital national
institution. Read about the
results in the article by Ian
Monteith-Preston
April is CAMRA’s Community Pub Month, and May is
Mild Month. You can find
out more in this issue.
Our editor Sid Dobson and
regular contributor Ken Paul
have been on their travels -

www.camra-angle.co.uk

read about Ken’s trip to the
National Winter Beer Festival and Sid’s to Brussels.
The prime reason for Sid’s
visit to the Belgian capital
was to dive in the deepest
indoor diving tank, but he
also managed to fit in an
amazing number of pubs
and consume an amazing
amount of rather strong Belgian beers. There are the
regular features too, and a
quiz from Ken Paul.
We would like to thank our
advertisers this month:
Alum Ale House, Arbeias,
Ivy House, Sonnet 43 at
the Roker Hotel and The
Steamboat. Thanks to
them our printing costs are
covered.
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Brewery News

Darwin Brewery
There is currently a 3
month Brewlab course
running- students are
planning their commercial beer sales for later
in the month, so expect
to see student beers
appearing in the usual
locations from next
month.

and drainage a current priority.
Temporary extra capacity at the Maltings
brewery has led to the
largest availability of
varied Jarrow products
for quite some time.

Maxim
Reports sales of six
main beers all doing
very well.
Still exporting bottles
(mainly Maxim & MaxBrewlab were looking
imus) to far flung placto run a weekend craft
brewing course, but due es. (Also cans to
China!) Sales in Yorkto very limited interest,
it’s doubtful whether this shire, especially Wards
heartland going well.
will now go ahead.
Hoping to have at least
one seasonal cask per
Jarrow Brewery
Ground works continue month:
at the new brewery site March: Black Maxim
Stout & American Pride
in Aidan Court on the
IPA
Bede Trading Estate
with floor strengthening April: Boxing Hare

www.camra-angle.co.uk

Temptation Brewery
Latest brews are Water Melon Pale Ale and
an IPA with rye, at
about 5%, which
should be hitting the
bars fairly soon.
New Zealand Pale Ale
has been brewed for
Wetherspoons and a
slightly different Zealand Pale Ale, with a
different malt and hop
bill is to be brewed for
their regular customers.
There will be 2 Temptation beers at Newcastle Beer festival.
Watermelon with 40%
wheat and a rye beer.
They will be taking delivery of 2 new fermenters later this
month.
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“The Vaults” : a filmIanreview
by
Monteith-Preston
“A short documentary film about a traditional British pub
and the untraditional people who drink there.”
opening time with the
staff arriving for work,
and picks up as we discover the Vaults to be
an active urban community pub, hosting diverse
events such as a book
market & acting as a
“The Vaults” is a thirty
temporary art gallery.
minute documentary
about Sunderland’s very Then we go spinning off
into a BBQ, held in the
own “Museum Vaults”.
beer garden/smoking
Made & produced by
area. The people of
local film company
Sunderland have a great
“Proper Pub Producdry sense of humour &
tions” it’s directed by
are a tough, stoic lot so
former Vaults barman
Laurie Cansfield. I went the heavy rain does not
dampen the event or
along to an early preeven slow it down!
preview of the film
shown at the film’s loca- We take time to hear
opinions from all kinds
tion, in front of many of
of Vaults regulars, some
its stars.
of them have been visiting this pub all their
It’s a film full of humour
adult lives. We hear the
and life observations, individual tales of their
be prepared for some
history with the venue &
real belly laughs.
what it means to them.
Laurie treats his subjects with great affection Thirty minutes is a short
& this has been reward- time & soon night has
ed with a fly on the wall arrived, the pace is very
documentary that has its quick now & so is the
subjects as comfortable volume. Voices are
raised against a backunder the camera as
ground bubbling with a
I’ve ever seen.
dozen simultaneous
The pace of the film
conversations. It’s rowcontinually changes
dy, good humoured- one
throughout its length.
or two have had a drink!
We start just prior to
As someone who normally writes about Pubs,
Breweries & Beer it was
unusual to go to a film
premier & do a film review!

We hear it is a good
place to come to spot
Wearside locals who
have gone on to greater
fame who return here to
“get real”!
One successful local
band, the Futureheads,
have helped PPP & provided a superb sound
track to accompany us
on our day out at “The
Vaults”, with additional
music coming from one
or two surprising sources.
“The Vaults” is still in
pre-production & PPP
plan to enter it into several film festivals over
the next few months before its public release.
But before then you’ll be
able to see trailers &
snippets online at both
www.twitter.com/thevaul
tsfilm and
www.facebook.com/thev
aultsfilm or check out
http://www.lauriecansfiel
d.com/
If you want to visit the
Museum Vaults itself
you can find it in our
Sunderland Ale trails
publication, downloadable from http://camraangle.co.uk/cangle.php#
RAT

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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“THE VAULTS” :
a pub coming to a cinema near you soon?

You can find trailers & snippets
online at both
www.twitter.com/thevaultsfilm and
www.facebook.com/thevaultsfilm
or check out
http://www.lauriecansfield.com/

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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other breweries not usually
found in Sunderland or the
wider North East. When I
visited, Marble Dobber and
SWB Diablo were on handpull-rare beers for Sunderland. Tiny Rebel, Sheffield
The Ivy House, on
and Magic Rock beers
Worcester Terrace in Sun- were in the cellar waiting to
derland reopened in Nogo on next.
vember after a thorough
There are also four taps for
makeover and is now becraft keg beer, which are
coming a “destination pub” proving popular. Brooklyn
for beer drinkers looking for Black Chocolate Stout and
real ales and craft beers
Mikkeler Solstice are just
that aren’t found elsewhere two of the beers available
in the city.
recently and again, Nick
Former Vaux director of
tries to source craft beers
retail operations, Magnus
that are interesting and
Wilson- who also owns the new to the area. The same
Borough and Cleadon’s
philosophy applies to the
Cottage Tavern- bought
extensive range of bottled
the Ivy House in Septembeers on offer including
ber last year and gave it
some rarities such as
the financial injection need- beers from Left Hand
ed to reopen with a new
Brewery and a hefty 15%
focus on craft and cask
Goose Island Stout.
beers. Manager Nick
Unusually, the bar sells
Thompson highlights the
beer in thirds, two thirds
fact that the pub is focuss- and pints, instead of the
ing on quality, both
usual halves and pints.
throughout its food and
Nick explained that he
drink ranges and is aiming feels this gives customers
to offer something a bit dif- a better choice- thirds are
ferent to what is available
ideal for trying new beers
elsewhere locally.
and two thirds for where
Currently, the pub has six
you would perhaps not
handpulls – one of which is want a full pint of a higher
for a real cider. The others abv beer.
feature two to three local
When it comes to food, the
beers, from the likes of
Ivy House has a wide
Maxim, Temptation, Jarrange of pizzas and burgrow and Sonnet 43 brewers available – all cooked
eries, as well as beers from in the open kitchen next to

Revamped local
pub aiming to plug
gap in Sunderland
beer scene

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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the bar. Again, attention to
detail is obvious here –
everything on the menu is
cooked from fresh and
sourced as locally as possible. Burgers are supplied
by two local butchers who
get their beef from local
farms and the dough for
the pizza bases is made
fresh in the kitchen each
day. They will even supply
you with a pizza box if you
want to take pizza home
with you.
The bar attracts a good mix
of regulars and visitors and
a discount of 30p/pint
(20p/two thirds and
10p/third) is available to
card carrying CAMRA
members on real ales and
cider. With its welcoming
open fire, monthly events
(such as the recent craft
beer showcase which saw
a temporary bar dispensing
an extra 20 beers) and well
thought out food and beer
selection, the rejuvenated
Ivy House is certainly a
welcome re-addition to the
Sunderland real ale and
craft beer scene.

CAMRAANGLE 31

Arbeias Bar et
Brasserie which
opened its door late last
year is a most welcome
addition to the outlets
purveying real ales in
South Shields. This luxuriously appointed barrestaurant is the brainchild of local entrepreneur Allen Branley,
who has brought the
décor and ambience of
establishments more
likely to be found in
more exotic locations
that Winchester Street in
South Shields.
The name Arbeias originates from the Roman
fort located on the Lawe
Top in South Shields,
and the Roman theme is
clear for all to see upon
entering – white marble
flooring and bar, statuary and murals depicting
scenes from the time of
the emperors.
On approaching the bar
the discerning drinker
will be delighted by a
range of real-ales and
cider dispensed from
seven hand-pumps. In
addition there are taps
dispensing keg-based
beers from Europe and
the USA, as well as a
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variety of continental
lagers. Behind the bar
an impressive range of
bottled beers from Belgium, the USA and even
Norway provide an interesting choice for those
who like to try something a little different.
Regular cask ales include Worthingtons
White Shield India pale
Ale, a rarity on draught
these days. It was, apparently, one of Allen’s
favourite beers from his
student days, and he
was determined to make
it available to visitors to
the bar in Arbeias. Allen
is equally determined to
provide a wide range of
ales from around the
country, whilst also supporting local breweries
such as Jarrow, Maxim,
Tyne Bank and Hadrian
amongst others.

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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There are plans to introduce a customer loyalty
scheme, with 20% of bar
prices on a Sunday
evening, when an ”Egghead Quiz” is to be introduced, as is a real-ale
club, based on a free
pint for every eight purchased on Monday to
Thursday evenings.
There are also plans
afoot, as yet in their early stages of development for a special event
to be held in conjunction
with Sunderland and
South Tyneside CAMRA. Watch out for details!
Bar food is also available, in addition to the
wide range of meals
available in the main
restaurant. Coffee and
teas are also served
from the bar. Arbeias
Bar Bistro opens at
10.00 daiiy.

CAMRAANGLE 31

The Sir William De
Wessyngton in Concord,
Washington has an interesting history, both in the
name and the premises
that the pub occupies. Sir
William de Wessyngton (or
Wessington) was a Norman knight in 1183 and
lord of the manor which is
now known as Washington
Old Hall. His descendants,
now named Washington,
emigrated from Sulgrave
Northampton to the United
States in 1657. Then, as
we all know, in 1789
George Washington became their first president.
The building now occupied
by the pub previously
housed an ice cream parlour and a billiard saloon
run by the Forte family.
Both businesses had begun in Station Terrace
(about half a mile away) in
1920, later moving to Victoria Road.
I have memories of passing Fortes to and from
school and occasionally
going in for some sweets. I
never ventured into the
back where the tables
were, all I could see were
men holding cues and
shrouded in cigarette
smoke.
The sweets, billiards and
the smoke have long gone;
the saloon was converted
into a long open plan pub
and commenced business
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in February 2002.
There are four
other pubs within
300 yards but
none sell real ale.
The pub opens at
7am every day,
which is popular
with early morning shift workers
but too early for
me!
The bar has 10
handpulls, four of
which are for the
Wetherspoons
house ales; one
is usually a real
cider, leaving 5
for guest ales. 70% of the
guests are from breweries
within 30 miles, the rest
from their national beer list,
which is updated quarterly.
The pub is a regular in the
CAMRA Good Beer
Guide and hosts twice
yearly beer festivals featuring a good spread of 60
ales and ciders.
Very much a community
pub, meet the brewer
nights are held; High
House Farm from Northumberland and Maxim
Brewery visited last year.
The latter featured a small
bar to pull your own Swedish Blonde and have a
photograph taken with the
real Swedish Blonde from
the brewery, (which I did).
During the past year visits
to other pubs have been

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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arranged, including The
Grey Horse and Consett
Brewery, and a pub crawl
in Weardale. More brewery
nights and trips are
planned for 2013.
Another local initiative
will be the Market Day, to
be held on April 3rd 2013,
the opening day of the
spring beer festival. As
well as local trader stalls
there will be beer featured from Maxim, Black
Paw, Yard of Ale, Sonnet
43 and Houston breweries.
The pub is easily accessible as Concord bus station
is directly opposite with
regular services to Sunderland, South Shields,
Houghton, Newcastle and
Heworth.
Ken Paul

CAMRAANGLE 31
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May is Mild Month
May is the month that heavy industry, who
CAMRA has designat- would often rehydrate
ed “Mild Month” –
themselves with a couwhen pubs are encouraged to stock at
least one mild for
beer drinkers to try.
Generally lower in
alcohol, what exactly
is a “Mild”?
Mild beers historically
were fresher beers
than the other main
beer style at the time
– porters- which were
stronger in flavour
(possibly due to the
effect of some spoiling bacteria such as
Brettanomyces yeast
during their much
longer period of cellaring). From the late
1800s, people developed a taste for these
younger, sweeter
beers and sales rocketed, while sales of
porter went into decline.
Up until the time of the
second world war, mild
was very popular with
the working classes,
especially men in

ple of pints of this lower
strength mild at lunchtime. After the war,
when there was a
move away from manual labour to office work,
mild’s popularity diminished.
www.camra-angle.co.uk

The style is becoming
more popular again
and milds generally
now fall into one of two
categories. Pale milds
are lighter, with a more
fruity aroma and gentle
hoppiness.
Dark Milds often have
a light roast malt or
caramel character in
aroma and taste. They
have a typical abv of
less than 4.3% and
have between 14-28
EBUs, making them
good session beers.
If you find yourself in a
pub serving a mild beer
– go on and give it a
try, you might be surprised at how much
flavour the beer has,
despite the name!
By Fiona MonteithPreston
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Is your local pub doing something slightly
different and deserves
some good promotion?
With just over two
weeks to go until the
start of Community
Pubs Month, we would
love to hear how your
local pubs have diversified their businesses to
make a living. We will
use these examples to
head up a positive media campaign so your
local could achieve
some good press coverage.
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in our press campaign
then please drop a few
lines on an email to:
tony.jerome@camra.org.uk

and we will try our best
to give your local pub
some promotion
Find a Community
Pubs Month event
Over 6,000 pubs have
now been sent a free
Community Pubs Month
promotional pack and
hundreds of events are
now listed on the Community Pubs
Month. Click here to see
if there are any events
happening in your area.
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CAMRA’s Good Beer
Guide
Send us a picture of you
at a Community Pub
Month event or just enjoying a pint in your local and you could win a
copy of CAMRA’s Good
Beer Guide 2013.Send
the pictures to
marketing@camra.org.uk

with your name and
your pub’s name &
town. Winners will be
contacted via email by
11th May 2013.
Spot the Fake Pub
Name and win a year’s
CAMRA membership
for you or a friend

Unfortunately 18 pubs
close every week and
many pubs are now
having to offer different
services to make their
pub successful. We
have already heard of
some great examples
where pubs have incorporated clothes shops,
hairdressers, large
screens to show regular
films and farm shops but
we would like to hear
more.

If you cannot find any
events, then have a
word with your local pub
and get them to come
on board. All they need
to do is visit this website
to register and they will
get sent a free promotional pack and have the
facility to promote their
April pubs events online
at www.communitypubs
month.org.uk

So, if you have a spare
minute and would love
your pub to be included

Competition Time! Win Tony Jerome
Head of Marketing
one of 30 copies of

www.camra-angle.co.uk

Visit this page and tell
us which of the 6 pub
names is not real and
you could win a year’s
membership for you or a
friend.
We hope you will enjoy
Community Pubs
Month. Its a great excuse to visit more pubs
in April!
Cheers

CAMRAANGLE 31
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A Date For Your Diary
Community Pubs Month: April 2013
To find out more visit

communitypubsmonth.org.uk

www.camra-angle.co.uk
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On a recent trip to Brussels to visit the deepest
swimming pool in the
world, Nemo33, my wife
and I decided to combine
the trip with a pub crawl.
Since neither of us had
been to Brussels before I
bought a copy of
“Around Brussels In 80
Beers” by Joe Stange
and YvanDe Baets, it’s a
great little book with a
good selection of bars
and cafe’s in and around
the centre of Brussels.
We arrived Friday morning and after I found a
‘short cut’ that took 2
hours we booked into the
hotel and went for a well
deserved drink. Our first
port of call was the Paon
Royal, an interesting little
bar/cafe where we had a
snack and a couple of
beers, a La Chouffe (8%
golden Ale lightly hopped
and spicy) for her and a
Rodenbach Grand
Cru(6.5% a sour

Spring 2013
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fruity
dark ale
aged in
oak
casks)
for
me.
Next stop was the Greenwich, an elaborately decorated bar with panelled
ceilings and high decorative columns where we
indulged in
Affligem Blond (6.8% a
sweetish, fruity hoppy
blond beer) for me and
Duvel (8.5% a
hoppy/malty classic blond
beer) for her closely followed by Westmalle Triple (9.5% full bodied
golden ale with a pleasant hop aroma) and a
bottle of Judas Blonde
(8.5% a pale gold ale with
a taste of citrus fruits),
this was enough for a
lunchtime so we returned
to the hotel for a shower
and a kip before searching out more ales later
that night.

www.camra-angle.co.uk

After a quick drink
in the hotel, a Kreik
(3.5% cherry limbic fruit
beer) and Leffe
Blonde(6.6% a well balanced fruity blond beer)
we walked along the
street to the Kafka, a
modern, arty cafe/bar
where we both had a
Grimbergen( a 6.5% ruby coloured fruity, malty
beer from the Grimbergen
Abbey which was built in
1128, destroyed by fire in
1142, 1566 and 1798
each time being rebuilt
from the ashes which is
why they chose the Phoenix as their symbol)
Next stop was called
Booze n Blues, a proper
drinking music bar where

CAMRAANGLE 31
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I was hoping to try a
beer called Equinox(an
8% strong, dark, malty
beer) from the Brasserie
de la Senne recommended in my book,
unfortunately it was out
of stock that night so we
ended up with Geuze
Cantillion (5% a blend
of Lambic beers with a
tart dry taste) and Kriek
Framboise (5% raspberry fruit beer) a couple
of very tasty alternatives.
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smooth well balanced
taste)

Back at the hotel we had
a Westmalle Blonde
starting in
and Brune as a nightcap the Maison Cirio for
before retiring.
a Rochefort 10 (11.2%
a rich plummy bitter
After the visit to
chocolate dark ale) and
Nemo33 we started ear- a Palm Royal(7.5% a
ly to sample some more dark amber beer with a
of the Brussels bars

www.camra-angle.co.uk

Moving on to the next
bar was a bit of a problem, it’s down a small
alleyway that we walked

CAMRAANGLE 31
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past twice without realising it was where we
wanted to be, the Becasse is a wonderful
lambic cafe well worth
the effort of finding to
sample the Timmermans Lambic
Doux(5.5% a flat sweet
Faro like ale) served in
a crockery pitcher and
Blanche (4.5% a light
fruity beer with a hint of
spice) followed by a
Ciney Blonde (a 7%
fruity beer with well ballow Trappist beer
with a fruity aroma
and delicate hop
scent while the
Brune(Dubbel) is a
dark reddish brown
ale with a complex
herby malty taste.
anced bitterness) and
Maes Pils (4.9% a
golden lager type beer
with a light clean fruity
flavour)

We finished off the
night back at the
hotel with a Kriek
Bel Vue (5.1% ruby
red sour cherry
beer) and a Cuvee
Du Chateau (11%
dark and dangerous
with a bitter undertone of roasted and caramelised malt) .

Leaving the Becasse
we moved on to the
Bon Vieux Temps another bar down a small
alleyway where we had
a couple of Westmalle
ales a Blonde and a
sample more of their
Brune.(9.5% and 7%
It was a great weekend wonderful ales.
respectively) the Blonde and we plan to pay an(Triple) is a golden yel- other visit to Brussels to Sid Dobson
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The National Winter
Paul reports on his
Beer Festival Ken
visit to Manchester
The National Winter Festi- draught and bottled beers,
Real Ale in a Bottle plus a
val was first held in Glaslarge selection of Cider and
gow in 1997. It has since
taken place at in various
venues in Manchester and
Burton on Trent. The 2013
Festival was held in
Manchester in January and
will move to Derby from
2014 for at least three
years.

took one sup, grimaced and
asked for the remainder to
be poured out. Didn’t like
the taste. As I discussed
why he was here in the first
place with the CAMRA volunteer behind the bar we
noticed he had moved further along and was asking
for another sample! So he
was here for free beer!

It was because of this move
that I decided to visit for the
first time. The venue was
the Sheridan Suite on the
Oldham Road on the North
Eastern edge of the City
Centre. Despite the fact the

Our region’s representatives were Jarrow McConnell’s Irish stout and
Darwin’s Extinction Ale.
Unfortunately the Darwin
cask had post it notes saying “Hazy”. While I was at
the bar I didn’t see anyone
try this one.

temperature was just on
freezing I decided to walk
from Piccadilly Station up
the desolate and litter
strewn A62 to the festival. I
was pleasantly surprised
the place was busy when I
got there. Perhaps this was
due to the fact on the day in
question CAMRA members
got in free.
There were over 300 beers
available, including foreign

Perry. The Champion Winter Beers had been announced the day before I
arrived. The categories will
give a clue as to the style of
the majority of
beers available.
Stout; Porter;
Old Ales and
Strong Milds;
and Barley
Wines. The
overall winner
was a Porter,
Elland Brewery
1872 Porter.
The beer with the most unusual name was the Stout
category winner, Comrade
Bill Bartram’s EAISS
(Egalitarian Anti-Imperialist Soviet Stout). At a
mere 6.9%, this Russian
stout hit just the right spot
with me. As I was enjoying
it at the bar another punter
asked for a sample to try.
He admitted he only drank
Guinness or Murphy’s. He
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Now a big hint if trying bottled beer at a beer festival –
use a pint glass. I ordered a
bottle of German Augustiner Hell which was 500ml
and wouldn’t fit into my half
pint glass. No-one was allowed to carry bottles
around with them (cut down
on rubbish I guess) so had
to drink half the bottle at the
bar before I could move on.
The winner of the Barley
Wine category was the beer
I tried last; Hogs Back A
Over T. At 9% this was
very sweet and chewy and
killed off my taste buds for
the next hour! I left with a
warm glow.

Continued on Page 22
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What was Walt Disney’s first feature length cartoon (1938)?
Name the highest grossing hand drawn film in history ( 1994)
In Trivial Pursuit, what colour is the Entertainment wedge?
In which city is the Sir Chris Hoy Velodrome?
Which double edged knife is also the name of a medical journal?
Where are the National Codes Centre and the Museum of Computing?
Prior to the Local Government reorganisation in 1974, to which county did the Isle
of Wight belong?
Jane Percy is also known as whom?
Which member of the Monty Pythons Flying Circus team was born in Harton
South Shields in 1943?
Which TV presenter studied law at Durham University and represented Wales at
gymnastics?
Vice President Andrew Johnson succeeded Abraham Lincoln and Vice President
Lyndon B Johnson succeeded who?
Which former veteran TV presenter was for a time the Finance Minister of the
Monster Raving Loony Party?
Trent House in Newcastle was the first pub to sell what over the counter
(clue...not food or drink) in 1979?
Who brews at the Cardiff Brewery?
Bradley Wiggins won the 2012 BBC Sports Personality of the year, but who came
2nd ?
In 1913 which Music Hall gag was first featured on film, thrown at Fatty Arbuckle?
Which London Underground line was the world’s first underground railway, opening in 1863?
James IV of Scotland was the last monarch in the British Isles to be killed in battle. Name the Northumberland battlefield
Albany Village in Washington was named after the capital of which US State?
Erika Leonard wrote books under which pen name?
Name the two English footballers who failed to score in the Euro 2012 penalty
shootout quarter final defeat by Italy?
What was Frederick Fleets role on the Titanic?
How many votes were cast for the Police Commissioner at Malpas Cricket Club
Newport in 2012?
By what name is actor and comedian Robert Norman Davis better known as?
If a beer drinker had cenosillicaphobia, what would he or she fear: - a) getting a
round in b) an empty glass, c) real ale going off?
Paul Hewson and Dave Evans wrote the theme song to the James Bond film
Golden Eye. By what names are they better known?
Who sang the Golden Eye theme song?
What does Wi-Fi stand for?
Which brewery makes Jorvik Blonde, Battle Axe and Viking Bitter?
In which sport or pastime would you find the Benoni Defense and the Alekhine's
Defence
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Pub of the Year Voting
Every year our branch of
CAMRA (Sunderland and
South Tyneside) sends a
letter to all our branch
member with a list of the
current entries in the Good
Beer Guide and asks them
to vote for the one that they
think is the best, these
votes are counted up and
this is how we determine
the Branch Pub Of The
Year.
Since we now have over
400 members in the
branch, as well as taking a
good couple of hours to
send the voting forms out
and another couple of

hours to count the votes
returned, this exercise
costs the branch quite a bit
in postage.
This year we are going to
explore the possibility of
arranging a facility for an
‘online vote’, we haven’t
thrashed out all the details
yet but we know that it cannot be completely online
and it might not even happen this year. We are keen,
however, to set this up for
two reasons. Firstly it might
increase the number of
branch members who vote,
we currently get a 30 –

40% return of voting forms
which is well in advance of
most CAMRA branches,
and secondly to save the
branch some money which
could be used for other
campaigning issues.
When we have more details they will be posted on
our branch web page and
in the ANGLE plus we will
get in touch with all the current members either electronically or by mail but for
now keep reading the ANGLE, more details will follow in the next issue.

National Winter Beer Festival (contd. from page 18)
This was one of the best fes- by the end of the 18th centutivals I have been too. It
helped that all my favourite
beer styles were available.
There were 8500 visitors
over the four days which was
considered a success. Although the Winter Ales festival is moving in 2014 it was
announced there will be a
Manchester Beer and Cider Festival at the Velodrome of National Cycling
Centre in January 2014.

porter. Usually a very dark,
heavy, well-hopped bitter
ale, with a dry palate, thick
creamy, and a good grainy
taste.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
OF WINTER ALES

Barley Wine - A strong, rich
and sweetish ale, usually
over 1060 OG, dark in colour, with high condition and
a high hop rate.

Porter - dark, slightly sweetish but hoppy ale made with
roasted barley; the predecessor to stout. Originally
from London around 1730,

ry was probably the most
popular beer in England
Stout - One of the classic
types of ale, a successor
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Old Ale - Most 'old ales' are
produced and sold for a limited time in the year, usually
between November and the
end of February. Usually a
rich, dark, high-gravity
draught ale of considerable
body.
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to the Quiz

1. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
2. The Lion King
3. Pink
4. Glasgow
5. The Lancet
6. Bletchley Park or Milton Keynes
7. Hampshire
8. Duchess of Northumberland
9. Eric Idle
10. Gabby Logan
11. President Kennedy
12.Sir Patrick Moore
13. Viz Comic
14. Brains
15. Jessica Ennis
16. Custard Pie
17. Metropolitan
18. Flodden
19. New York
20. E.L. James ( 50 shades of grey)
21. Ashley Young and Ashley Cole
22. He was the look out
23. None
24. Jasper Carrott
25. B) Fear of empty glass
26. Bono and the Edge from U2
27. Tina Turner
28. Wireless fidelity
29. Rudgates
30. Chess.
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